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LIVING UP TO SAINT MARK
‘authoritative’ source stating quite
categorically that he was one of the
original 12 disciples, whereas most
sources agree that he was one of
the 70 disciples who came later.

As this issue went to press we were
preparing to celebrate the patronal
festival of Saint Mark (25 April).
During my Christian journey I have
worshipped regularly at churches
named after a number of saints,
including St Paul, St Ann, St
Michael, St Martin, St Barnabas, St
Thomas, St Columba and St Mark,
not to mention a Holy Trinity. I have
wondered recently whether we who
worship at a parish church always
make a connection with the saint (or
saints) after whom our parish or
building is named. Another issue is
whether the life and qualities of the
eponymous saints can be seen to
be reflected in the qualities and
mission of the church community or
parish. It is quite reassuring to
those who have experienced crises
of faith that a church can be named
after someone famous for having
doubts (Thomas), but it would be
quite a shame were that church
community to cast out those who
expressed or examined their own
doubts.

Mark was the son of Mary of
Jerusalem, whose house was used
as a meeting place for the early
apostles. He accompanied Paul on
his early journeys, but apparently
returned home after a disagreement
between them (which was later
resolved). However, this was not
the end of Mark’s travels, as he then
travelled with Peter as an interpreter
and, ultimately and importantly, as
his recorder. He became the first
Bishop of Alexandria and died as a
martyr, dragged through the streets
for his faith in Jesus Christ.
It is always quite amusing to
discover which patron saint is linked
to which group of professionals, or
ailments, and St Mark is variously
the patron saint of lawyers,
opticians, pharmacists, painters,
prisoners, and those who deal with
insect bites. But, fittingly, he is also
the patron saint of secretaries, and
in examining the accompanying
picture we can understand why. He
is pictured holding a copy of the
written word.
Mark’s Gospel is
widely accepted to be the words
and sayings of Peter on his travels,
written down faithfully by Mark for
others.

I know embarrassingly little of the
lives of many of those I have listed
above, and thought it would be
fitting to find out a little more about
St Mark. Mark is the traditionally
ascribed author of the Gospel which
appears second in the New
Testament, though it is widely
accepted as the first to be written. If
you do a bit of research you will find
quite startling differences in beliefs
about his origins, with one
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Whilst the lion metaphor may be
interesting – and helps those like
me who have only in recent years
understood why our youth group is
called ‘Lions’ – the image of Mark
holding the written word is perhaps
more encouraging.
Here is
someone who effectively gave up
on mission work with Paul, yet had
a second chance to accompany
someone. He ultimately wrote down
what became the first gospel, a
gospel that was relied upon by the
other gospel writers. Whilst the
word ‘mission’ sometimes has
unhelpful
connotations
with
tambourine-bashing,
shoppingprecinct evangelism, we are all
engaged in mission of some sort.
According to the Archbishops’
Council, there are five ‘marks of
mission’: nurturing new believers,
serving others, challenging unjust
structures,
and
safeguarding
creation are four of these marks.
But the first one is spreading the
good news about Jesus Christ.
Having a patron saint who is
regarded as the very first to write
down the good news is quite a
privilege and a responsibility. It is
therefore a challenge to us all to see
how we measure up to Mark’s
legacy.

There is also a lion in the picture.
This has two meanings (possibly
three). The first is from Mark’s
gospel, where John the Baptist is
portrayed as a voice crying out in
the wilderness (like a roaring lion).
Secondly, from Ezekiel chapter 1,
where the four evangelists are
presented as four winged creatures
– with the heads of a human, a lion,
an ox and an eagle. The third
meaning is from a Christian legend
where Mark was said to be thrown
to the lions which refused to attack
him. In art the lion is often used to
symbolise courage.

May we be encouraged to seek how
we can spread the good news. May
we be encouraged by those given a
second chance.
Jonathan Williamson
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GOODBYE TO ROBERT BEARD
Most people at St Mark’s know
Rob. Perhaps from the Faith
and Justice Committee – he
chaired it for three years with
enormous energy and insight –
or perhaps as Minister at St
Andrew’s URC where we have
shared a number of ecumenical
services. Rob was set on a
career in the church from his
youth. After taking a BD at St
Andrew’s University he trained
at Cuddesdon and then did
graduate study in California
before arriving in Sheffield. His
real passion for inner city work
brought him to curacies at the
Manor and then the Broom Valley in Rotherham, before becoming Vicar of St
Peter’s in Abbeydale. During that time he became the Bishop’s Adviser on
Interfaith Issues and took on the responsibility of Associate Chaplain to
Sheffield Hallam University Multi-Faith Chaplaincy.
“He’s always happy to share
his encyclopaedic
knowledge of literature
(especially Sherlock Homes
and Shakespeare), film and
TV (notably Dr Who), music
(be it Prog Rock, G&S or
Classical),and to subject us
to his (sometimes wicked)
sense of humour, influenced
by everything from Flanders
and Swann to Monty Python
to Reeves and Mortimer.”
Gary Grief
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When St Peter’s closed in
2003, Rob became a
policy officer with the
National Association for
Voluntary and Community
Action – the voice of local
social action. Sadly,
NAVCA found themselves
deprived of much of their
financial support and he
had to step down. In
2016, however, Rob
became part time minister
at St Andrew’s URC, a
post he has loved. From
this base he has been a
force for interfaith and
ecumenism − he managed
the Faiths Forum that
dealt with training and
consultancy for Faith
Matters , and less formally
he is a big part of the
vibrant multi-faith
community of Broomhall.

“If someone needs a good listening to, whether or not
there’s anything wise to say afterwards, they’ll always
get it, cos his profound love for people and his hunger
and thirst for justice seem to be the bedrock of who he
is.”
Gary Grief
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None of this has been
easy and depression is
an old enemy. But Rob
has enormous creative
energy.
He teaches
English as a foreign
language and works as
a voice coach; and he
has many, many faces
– some will know Rob
the actor but you may
have missed some of t
he appearances we’re
featuring
here
−
Shakespeare, Dickens
and Jane Austen! He is
also a devoted father to
two grown-up sons,
Philip and Joe. As he
leaves to spend some
time with family and to
travel (Did we hear
Thailand?) we know we
will miss him – but
Sheffield is in his bones,
ministry-wise,
so
perhaps it won’t be for
ever.
THE EDITORS and
Gary
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BOOK REVIEW:
Reasons to Stay Alive by Matt Haig
I don’t remember getting
to the end of a
publication and going
straight back to the start
and reading it again
since I used to get The
Beano as a kid! But I
did with this one.

granted, of a society that
doesn’t seem to want to
understand
mental
illness, and of a medical
system that’s obsessed
with
medication-andnothing-else.
Yet it’s
hopeful. And funny.

It was sitting on display
on the library in St
Mark’s when I walked
past it one Sunday
morning and it seemed
to call out to me, ‘Gary! You need
to read me!!’ I resisted for a few
moments, but the call was too
strong, and I’ve heard that call
before (although never from a book)
and I know I regret it if I ignore it.
So I booked it out. I got home and
started reading, and I literally
couldn’t put it down. From the
outset I was completely gripped by
the author’s account of his battle
with a depression and anxiety that
consumed him totally – it opens with
him marching towards a cliff edge,
intent on throwing himself off as he
was convinced the pain was so
utterly intolerable that he couldn’t
deal with it for another moment, and
continues at a similar level of
intensity till the last page.

I read this book before
Wilf Hatton, who I’ve
known since he was
about 13, killed himself,
and before I learnt that
the wife of a good friend is going
through a period in her life where
she is in and out of psychiatric
hospital, having tried to take her
own life on several occasions. I
don’t know how similar their stories
were or are to this one, and the
author acknowledges it’s only one
man’s journey, and that there are
dangers of attempting too much
extrapolation of his personal
experience. I see and deal with
issues around people’s mental
health all the time. I’m surrounded
by friends, family, workmates,
associates and, apparently, a
society where mental illness is not
only real but becoming more
prevalent, and yet we really don’t
seem to want to deal with the
endemic structures that seem to be
exacerbating things. Yet this book
still spoke to me, long and loud –
even before I’d opened it (!)

It’s only a short book.
It’s
exceedingly
readable.
It’s,
unsurprisingly, inwardly focused, yet
never self-pitying. And it’s all about
getting better. There are criticisms,

Gary Grief
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CHRISTIAN AID
When Hurricane Matthew struck his house,
Marcelin lost his home, livestock and
possessions. He now lives in an old shower
block, a tiny space to share with his teenage
daughters.
Marcelin fears that his
daughters' hunger could lead them to be
exploited by predatory men in exchange for
food.

runs from 13-19 May, and the theme is
‘supporting internally displaced people’, that
is people who cannot return to heir homes
for a number of reasons, including natural
disasters like the hurricane that affected
Marcelin so badly. The people still live in
their own country, and therefore are not
covered by any agreements about
refugees.

Christian Aid's local partner in Haiti is helping
people prepare for disasters such as that
wreaked by Hurricane Matthew. Ahead of
the hurricane, they warned communities
and helped evacuate around 5,000
families, potentially saving many lives. They
then gave out much-needed shelter kits,
food seeds and cash transfers.

The key event of the week is the house-tohouse collection in the parish, which shows
our commitment to tackle poverty and
speak out for justice for people throughout
the world. Last year churches in Sheffield
collected £44,069. The St Mark's street
collection contributed £1,767 to this total.

They are also building disaster-resistant
homes to give people safe, secure places to
live. Of the dozens of houses they built
before the hurricane hit, only one lost its roof
in the disaster.

Another way of reaching out to our
neighbours to tell them of our commitment
to tackling poverty, injustice and inequality is
through the BIG BREKKIE. The idea is to
invite friends and neighbours to breakfast,
and to ask them for a donation to Christian
Aid. Helen Hillman has packs about this, so
if you would like to join in please contact her,
or order a pack online from
www.christianaid.org.uk/christian-aidweek/resources This doesn't have to be
during Christian Aid Week; it could be any
time throughout the year, and it doesn't
have to be breakfast that we invite people
to, it could be a tea party, coffee morning or
a meal. So we'll be hosting Sunday lunch at
St Mark's during Christian Aid Week. All
welcome!

But there are lots of people like Marcelin
who still need help.
That's one reason why St Mark's supports
Christian Aid. Christian Aid doesn't only
help in disasters. It aims to tackle the
causes and effects of poverty around the
world. Its vision is for all people, regardless
of their faith or nationality, to live a full life, free
from poverty, with equality and dignity.
Christian Aid works directly with 570
partners in 45 countries to support real,
practical change. It is always local people
who actually deliver the assistance offered.

There are a number of other events taking
place in Sheffield for Christian Aid this year.
These include:

May is a busy month for Christian Aid, as
this is when the biggest event, Christian Aid
Week, takes place. This year the week
8

Monday, 7 May − May Day Trek: 6 or 11mile sponsored walk starting from St Luke's Church,
Lodge Moor, Sheffield S11 4LQ (www.sheffieldmaydaytrek.org.uk). Registration forms are
also available at St Mark's.
Saturday, 12 May − Busk Aid in the centre of town: details from Alison Trezise, 0114 236 5938,
jandatrezise@virginmedia.com
During Christian Aid Week there are a number of events at the CATHEDRAL, including an
EXHIBITION featuring images and artwork in Haiti following the devastating earthquake in
2010, and a CONCERT with Gareth Davies-Jones, guitar, on Thursday, 17 May, 7.309.30p.m. Details on St Mark's noticeboard.
Saturday, 30 June − Night Hike: www.SheffieldNightHike.org.uk

House to House collecting from Sun 13th May –
Sat 19th May. Contact Helen Hillman if you can
help. (2584241 or helen@Hillmans.demon.co.uk )
Host a ‘Big Brekkie’ or tea party. Go to the website
below to register and receive a free fundraising pack!
May Day Trek on 7th May. 6 or 11 mile routes
through beautiful countryside, starting at St Luke’s,
Lodge Moor. Register at
www.sheffieldmaydaytrek.org.uk .
Night Hike on 30th June. 9 or 17 mile routes
through the night! Register at
www.sheffieldnighthike.org.uk .
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REPORT FROM CLAIRE BROOKS −
COMMUNITY WORKER WITH OLDER PEOPLE
The number of older people living in
our community continues to rise, so it
will be no surprise to know that I
continue to be very busy supporting
both new referrals and those requiring
longer-term input. As the population
gets older there is an ever increasing
demand for social care and services,
so it has never been so important to
reach as many people as I can.

understanding and retaining what is
being said.
Another part of my job is to encourage
people to stay active and continue to
attend social outings and activities.
This might, for example, include
providing transport, accompanying a
person for the first time and
occasionally arranging a trip or outing
myself.

At the same time the social care
budget continues to decrease, with
local services suffering. The current
system for social care payment often
leaves older people struggling to afford
to pay, so they simply do without.

I am also ensuring that all the people I
work with have the benefits they are
entitled to. I have now assisted several
people to apply successfully for
Personal Independence Payment
(PIPS), Attendance Allowance and
Blue Disabled Parking Badges. This is
an issue I discuss with all new referrals,
offering assistance to complete the
necessary forms when needed. I have
also helped people to access legal
advice, such as wills and Power of
Attorney.

These same reductions have seen
individuals
waiting
longer
for
assessment and services to be put in
place. A change in the way people are
discharged from hospital can also
mean these delays cause unsafe
discharge home and distress.
The main focus of my work is to
promote health and well-being, reduce
isolation
and
help
maintain
independence. I am regularly visiting
several people in their own homes,
care homes and hospital in order to
maintain the above. I also assist with
health issues by accompanying people
to health appointments on a regular
basis, such as outpatients, hearing and
sight clinics, dentist and GP. Many
people do not have anybody else to
take them, and request support as they
struggle with mobility or have difficulty

I regularly attend coffee morning at the
Beacon church, lunch club at St Mark’s
church (including providing transport
and accompanying on community
transport) and Buzz at St Andrew’s
church and I join in social gatherings at
Sunnybank and Dellside.
I have
worked in conjunction with Buzz to
provide sessions at Sunnybank and
hope to do much more joint working in
the future.
I continue to support
several people at Broomgrove Nursing
Home as a befriender and advocate.
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I am in regular contact with all 3
churches within CTBB, and am part of
the pastoral care group at St Mark’s,
where I receive regular referrals. This
contact helps me stay aware of any
older person within the church
communities that may need some
advice or support.
Over the last 3 months I have been
concentrating on completing the work
required to commence the recruitment
of volunteers.

BROOMHILL FESTIVAL
15th-24th June.
www.broomhill-festival.org.uk

I have now completed the volunteer
handbook,
which
includes,
for
example, a volunteer policy, agreement
and task profile as well as policies such
as
equal
opportunities
and
confidentiality.

By the time that you read this the
Festival brochure will probably be
available at St Mark’s and at the Post
Office, Williamsons and B & B Office.
Please could you take some copies to
distribute among neighbours and
friends. This will help our publicity
enormously.

I have also finished an induction
training package, which will provide the
basis of the volunteer training. I intend
to go through this induction training
with each new volunteer.

We have planned a varied programme
with hopefully something for everyone.
The Festival’s theme is always just ‘By
the community for the community’ but
this year it is the 70th anniversary of
the NHS and we have suggested to
events that where appropriate they
might like to focus on health and
wellbeing as a theme.

Look out for posters which will be
distributed soon!
I look forward to a happy working
relationship with our future volunteers.
If you feel you might be interested in
being a volunteer befriender, then
please get in touch with me by phoning
on 0776 555 3216 or emailing:
ctbb546@btinternet.com.

Committee members this year are:
Shelagh Marston (chair), Judith
Pitchforth (treasurer), Frances Gray
(secretary), Sarah Colver (St Mark’s),
Paula
Higgins
(Buzz),
Jenny
Carpenter
(Beacon),
Margaret
Robinson (Beacon), Eilis Coffey and
Kathy Harbord (Library). The open
gardens have been arranged by
Rhona Watts and Brenda Houghton.

Alternatively, you could have a word
with one of the clergy at St Mark’s who
will only be too willing to put you in
touch with me.
Claire Brooks
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LISTENING SESSIONS IN SHEFFIELD DIOCESE
It is now a year since the controversy over the nomination of Philip North as Bishop of
Sheffield led to his eventual withdrawal and replacement by our present Bishop –
Pete Wilcox. Bishop Pete and Peter, the Bishop of Doncaster, decided to hold three
‘Post-Vacancy Listening Sessions’ to enable people to ‘give voice to their personal
experience’ of these events. The two Bishops wanted a ‘safe enough space to make
straight talking and attentive listening possible.’ Accordingly, they drew in two
experienced facilitators – Sarah Hills, formerly of Sheffield but now Canon for
Reconciliation Ministry at Coventry Cathedral, and Stephen Ruttle QC.
People from St Mark’s were present at all three events. This article puts together
some impressions. The facilitators used the ‘St Michael’s House Protocols’1 which
are about creating a safe enough space, listening, focusing on one’s own experience
and feelings, not on personalities, and subsequently sharing the learning, while not
revealing the identity or affiliation of any other participant. Participants were split into
two groups with a facilitator and then invited to talk in turn about their own experience
and, while doing so, to hold an object, eg a replica of the statue at Coventry of a
couple embracing after being reunited after conflict. The result was not a ‘debate’ but
rather a series of statements by participants, with everyone listening carefully.
Doncaster. David Price writes: About
30 people attended, mostly male
clergy, but including half a dozen
female clergy and some lay people.
Evidently Philip North’s withdrawal had
been traumatic for many in the
Doncaster area. People expressed
pain, sorrow and resentment at the
way, as they saw it, Bishop North had
been harried. Some blamed ‘Sheffield’
for what happened, but also resented
intervention from another Diocese −
presumably the intervention of Martyn
Percy from Oxford. At the end, cards
were placed on the wall with our
aspirations for the future. David noted
that the messages on the cards were
open-minded and non-partisan, calling
for peace, justice, renewal and further
dialogue.

a preponderance of ordained people. I
was disappointed that so few people
had bothered to turn out. There wasn’t
a wide range of traditions represented
(though there was one conservative
evangelical) but widely differing ways of
looking at and responding to what
happened.
In both groups, there was careful
listening to people’s experiences and
feelings.
Pain, shock, anger and
frustration (not all directed at the same
targets)
seemed
to
be
the
overwhelming emotions. It appeared
that members of the Crown
Nominations Commission (CNC) felt
they had acted appropriately, but by the
end I sensed that people felt the
structures and processes of the
national Church had let the diocese
down and that these have got to be
changed before things can move on. A
few called for serious theological

Rotherham. John Schofield writes:
There were around 25 participants.
There was a rough gender balance but
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reinvestigation of the five guiding
principles (and ‘mutual flourishing’).
Alongside that will be the difficult task of
rebuilding trust within the diocese.

reputation trashed. And that the CNC
protocols are not fit for purpose.
At the end our facilitator remarked that
he had heard pain all around, but was it
the pain of divorce or the pain of
incipient childbirth? We were invited to
write on a card an insight emerging
from the process and it was said that
these would be collated. I asked
whether they would be available for us
and interested others to read, and no
one had thought about this! However,
in view of the oft repeated complaint
that Philip North did not circulate the
notes of his meeting with women
clergy, the organisers saw the justice of
the question. Bishop Pete announced
at the end that, after follow-up
reflection, ‘a line would be drawn under
the vacancy’.

Sheffield. Janet Morley writes: Several
members of St Mark’s were present
and the attendance overall of both laity
and clergy was good – about 45
people. Perhaps because we were
asked to focus on our feelings at the
time, contributions were quite raw
(though irritatingly, despite a ban on
making speeches, my group kicked off
with two rants against those who
objected
to
the
appointment).
However, the tone became less
aggressive, but included a lot of pain,
most often from women clergy, who
spoke eventually and were sometimes
close to tears.
I was surprised that CNC members
and the suffragan bishop were
speaking
participants,
not
just
observers, but it was interesting to hear
their views. The group seemed to
agree that Sheffield Diocese had been
dumped on by the process, and its

Janet Morley, David Price and John
Schofield
St Michael’s House is the office and resource
centre for the reconciliation ministry at
Coventry Cathedral.
1
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WHAT NOW?
Musings on moving forward in our Christian life
The Easter experience is now
behind us and we go forth on our
Christian journey, renewed and also
contemplative. It is now May and
the cold and snow have long since
disappeared.
It is time to reflect!
The celebration of Easter is central
in the Anglican Church and we
Christians look forward to it with
mixed emotions.
There is a
mysterious hope, isn’t there? An
expectation of that time in the year
as well as a reflection on the
happenings 2,000 years ago to the
Jesus we revere.
But what can we make of the
general, accepted literal version of
the Bible with special reference to
the Easter story when some of us
can now feel free to voice our
doubts and question these stories,
revelations or decrees.

What shall we think?

These special days and periods set
aside in the Church calendar are
certainly not the only fixtures in the
year when we can examine our
lives, motives, behaviours and
decision-making. Why, then, should
Easter and its lead-up be of such
importance? For the literalist this is
easy to answer. The reply may be
that this is a rightful remembrance;
an acceptance of the notion of the
promise of eternal life and a tribute
to one who died for our sins.

Perhaps the Church is right to set
this period apart, with guidelines for
worship, opportunity for meditation
and set readings for our instruction.
For other countless, thinking and
questioning Christians they will work
their way through these rituals and
observe the traditions of these
named days with reverence. They
may abstain from some practices,
but will surely wonder whether they
and we can ask ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’
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We are already aware of false
assumptions and dogmatic criteria
and many Christians are thinking
deeply about the rituals observed at
this season; recognising that they
can empower and liberate some
people, while for others they can,
and
do,
prove
worrying,
unnecessary and over-zealous!

• support
those
who
are
marginalised and discriminated
against;
• understand the
spiritual growth;

need

for

• accept that there are others in
the community who may have
other concepts of God or none;

‘Progressive
Christians’
have
moved away from a literal reading
of the Bible and this particularly
relates to the story of Christ’s death
and ‘resurrection’.

• have a concern for the welfare
of the earth and the universe;
• exercise a determination to
use our intellectual integrity
and creativity in all we do.

Our deeper understanding of
scientific
matters
and
our
knowledge of medicine, life and
death makes us sceptical. Many of
us cannot accept a physical
regeneration of the body but are
undeterred in our belief of the ‘Truth
Preserved’ in the story of Jesus.
This has become our religious
objective; a symbol of our spiritual
IDEAL; the mystery of the One who
could aspire to, and even attain, the
ability to ‘walk beyond the limits of
life’ (Bishop Spong).

We ‘progressive’ Christians, like
followers of other faiths, need to
celebrate a belief that we perceive
to be true and worthwhile and that
we pursue this truth and what it
signifies so that it is meaningful and
eternal.
This is not just a limp following of
Christ’s example; his birth, death
and re-birth. It is a potent example
of copying what is wholly good and
productive
as
we
use
the
opportunity to renew ourselves
spiritually as well as intellectually as
we
reassess
our
individual
condition.

This is worth reflecting on, and the
nuances of, such a statement and
the profundity of meaning might well
become clear as we take away from
Church our new LIFE-FORCE!
We cannot luxuriate in the esoteric
aspects of religion but, in our
personal ’resurrection’, can affirm
our readiness to:

Hazel Elliott-Kemp

• be compassionate to all living
beings;
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BOOK REVIEW
The Universe in a Single Atom:
The Convergence of Science and Spirituality1
by His Holiness the Dalai Lama
‘I would rather fiddle with these
objects than study philosophy or
memorize a text.’
One
of
his
exploits
was
dismantling a pocket watch and
then finding how to reassemble
it. Out of this grew a curiosity
which has led to many meetings
with notable scientists and
attendances at conferences so
that he is now much more
scientifically
knowledgeable
than most laymen; he has
explored ‘subatomic physics,
cosmology,
and
biology,
including
neuroscience
and
psychology.’
The book is thus an exploration
of a link between science and
spirituality:
‘I believe that spirituality and
science
are
different
but
complementary
investigative
approaches with the same
greater goal, of seeking the
truth.
In this, there is much
each may learn from the
other…’

This is a fascinating book,
giving an insight into the
thinking of the Dalai Lama.
Having no formal scientific
education, his curiosity was
aroused as a boy growing up in
the Potala Palace in Lhasa
(having been enthroned at the
age of 6) when he explored the
artefacts gathered by the 13th
Dalai Lama, his first exposure
to western technology:

This is laudable, even though
the reader may be uneasy in his
claim that the introspective
examination of inner experience
is an empirical method on a par
with
scientific
experiment
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‘The
four
elements
are
generated from the subtle level
to
the
gross,
from
the
underlying cause of the empty
particles, and they dissolve
from the gross level to the
subtle and back into the empty
particles of space,’ and: ‘At a
certain point, when the karmic
propensities of the sentient
beings who are likely to evolve
in this particular universe ripen,
the “air particles” begin to
aggregate with each other
creating a cosmic wind.’ And it
is startling to read the claim that
‘My own teacher Ling Rapoche
remained in the clear light of
death
for
thirteen
days;
although he was clinically dead
and had stopped breathing, he
stayed in the meditation posture
and his body showed no sign of
decomposition.’ − This is on a
par with some of the accounts
by David Katz in The Occult
Tradition (reviewed in 2015).

(although some physicists do, of
course,
carry
out
thought
experiments, e.g. Einstein and
Stephen Hawking).
However,
very
refreshing
is
his
willingness that Buddhist beliefs
should be subject to change in
the light of scientific evidence,
so unlike the dogmatic clinging
to archaic scripture espoused
by many religions.
There is a chapter exploring
Emptiness,
Relativity
and
Quantum Physics, and others
on The Big Bang and the
Buddhist
Beginningless
Universe, and Evolution, Karma
and the World of Sentience,
ending
with
several
on
consciousness
and
one
exploring ethics and the new
genetics.
This is all good meaty stuff but
clearly written (it does not make
clear if it has been translated)
and much less tendentious than
much theological assertion and
speculation (even if ‘spirituality’
is never defined, and, as is
common, is simply assumed to
have other than subjective
reality).

I will leave the final words to the
Dalai Lama:
‘In
essence,
science
and
spirituality… share the same
end, which is the betterment of
humanity…
In
Buddhist
language, this kind of science
can be described as wisdom
tempered by compassion.’

Indeed, not surprisingly, the
Dalai Lama comes over as a
charming, lively personality. It
is also free of the all too
common theological ‘bullshit’
(i.e. something that implies but
does not contain adequate
meaning or truth) even if a few
examples can be found, e.g:

Michael Miller
1 Morgan

Road Books, 2005
Library section L
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THE SHAKEN PATH
At the end of the CRC seminar
evening
on
Christians
and
Pagans in January, I realised that
I needed to find out much more
about something I had previously
kept behind a firmly shut door.
So I bought a copy of Paul
Cudby’s book The Shaken Path –
a Christian priest’s exploration of
modern pagan belief and practice.
Despite the pile of unread books
at my bedside, I got to grips with
it almost straightaway.
It is a very interesting read. Paul
outlines the practices and beliefs
of Wicca and Witchcraft (not to be
confused), Druidry, Animism and
Panpsychism, Shamanism and
Heathenism – distinguishing the
latter from all the others because
of its greater dependence on
historic texts as well as its
different approach to the gods.
Along the way he draws helpful
and
often
challenging
comparisons with Christian beliefs
and practices, as well as noting
the differences.

and getting to know many pagan
groups while on sabbatical.

The book is easy to read, despite
being about something that is
uncharted waters for many of its
readers.

Some would find the spirit-filled
world inhabited by the book very
alien, yet surely we must
recognise and grapple with the
fact that for lots of people in this
country, not to say the rest of the
world, a spirit-filled world is
precisely what they encounter
and experience.

There are lots of very helpful
narrative passages in which he
recounts his own experiences,
both from his own spiritual
journey and from his and his wife
Alison’s three months of visiting

We who believe in the Holy Spirit
as one facet of God need to listen
with attention to our own tradition
as well as to others’ stories. And
I have to say that there are lots of
similarities
in
many
pagan
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practices with things I have done
or been involved with in my
ministry, e.g. exorcising a house,
or praying for a dead man’s spirit
to stop troubling his widow.

against God as equally powerful
in a titanic struggle, this is not
actually mainstream belief; and
we should be very careful about
how we use language.

Paul gives the lie to popular ideas
about Pagans being involved with
demons and devil worship. The
more he met Pagans and
attended, and sometimes shared
in, their rituals, the clearer it
became to him that this is not at
all what modern pagan paths are
about.

In examining paganism, the book
touches
on
many
matters:
freewill; the nature of God;
psychology and archetypes; ways
of
reading
the
bible;
the
immanence of God, which many
Christians, in concentrating on
God’s transcendence, have lost –
this in turn has led to a lack of
engagement with the natural
world causing many who seek this
to look elsewhere. Even in an
eco-congregation,
deeply
committed to campaigning about
climate change, we need to ask
how our worship and spirituality
touch these things.

For instance, the Wiccan rede,
An’ it harm no one – do what thou
wilt, testifies to the positive nature
of many of the pagan religions,
though he is also clear that for
many pagans the experiences are
to be appreciated for themselves
rather than, as in the Christian
tradition, for what transformation
they may engender.

One theme that came over
powerfully is how Paganism
provides
both
place
and
empowerment for women, Wicca
being a good example. On the
face of it this may be thought
strange, given that anecdotally
Christian
congregations
have
been in their majority female. But
in an age which increasingly
cannot accept the patriarchy of
the Abrahamic faiths or the
communities, cultures and nation
states to which they have given
rise, is this a surprise?
It is
certainly a challenge which the
Church is only just beginning to
address.

He also warns against a too easy
a correlation between paganism
and New Age, in that Pagans tend
not to drift from one practice to
another as soon as they get
bored; very often a lengthy period
of learning or initiation is required.
One feature of paganism that I
picked up from the book is its
dualism. But to recognise this is
helpful, as it questions our own
often easy and unexamined
dualism.
Though dualism is
common in much Christianity,
especially in those brands of the
faith where the devil is pitted
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Once or twice Paul veers into
realms of speculation, e.g. the
possibility
of
discerning
a
Trinitarian parallel in animist
practice, or seeing the Holy Spirit
as being akin to a shamanistic
power animal. And sometimes
his reading of scripture seems
naïve, though I suspect that as a
trained scientist as well as priest
he’s actually inhabiting scripture
with all the tools of critical method
and of an understanding of story
that is quite liberating. I would
suggest, however, that he sells
Christian orthopraxy short in his
discussion about the distinction
between
orthodoxy
and
orthopraxy. As I understand it,
Christian orthopraxy is more
about how we live than what ritual
similarities we share.

SHEFFIELD VICTORIAN
SOCIETY
Tuesday 15 May 6.30pm to approx 8.30pm
Sheffield’s Victorian City Centre − A walk for
Environment Weeks. Meet at the front of the
Town Hall, Pinstone Street. Too many people
say there is nothing left worth looking at. We
disagree, and this walk will demonstrate the
wealth of Victorian (and some older) buildings
we still have. Please note there are short
stretches of the walk on cobbles and/or steep
slopes. Leader Valerie Bayliss
Enquiries to: v.bayliss@btinternet.com or 0114
2686729.
Sunday 20 May 10.30 am to approx 1pm
A walk round Burngreave,
A walk for
Environment Weeks. To include the museum
in Burngreave Cemetery. Meet at junction of
Scott Road and Barnsley Road near Fir Vale
School. Leader Graham Hague, Enquiries
0114 2686729.

In doing the research for this
book (which led him to become
the Bishop of Birmingham’s
Advisor
on
New
Religious
Movements) Paul was clearly
challenged – hence the title The
Shaken Path. But ultimately, the
result has been not to lead him
into the paths of paganism but to
deepen his life in Christ. Yet he
also calls us back again and
again to the importance of the
natural world and our, and God’s,
relation to it.
If studying
paganism does nothing else, it
calls us to order on this.

Wednesday 23 May 6.30pm to approx
8.30pm Castlegate – a walk for Environment
Weeks. Castlegate has been run down and
neglected but is perhaps on the brink of
resuscitation. Walk starts in Fitzalan Square,
outside the former Head Post Office, and ends
in The Wicker.
Leader Valerie Bayliss,
Enquiries to
v.bayliss@btinternet.com or 0114 2686729.
Saturday 23 June 2.30pm (provisional date)
A walk round Barnsley, which retains a core
of its handsome Victorian centre. Walk led by
John Hislop, former conservation officer with
Barnsley Council. Please check with a
committee member nearer the time for further
details.

John Schofield
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A WARM WELCOME IN SHEFFIELD
A close friend of mine, whom I first
met as a young boy scout, some
60 years ago, had a very nasty
accident whilst on a motor cycle in
his late teenage years just north of
Manchester. The accident left him
paralysed from the waist down and
after a period of hospitalisation at
the then spinal unit sited at Lodge
Moor he transferred to Stoke
Mandeville hospital for specialist
treatment.

exercise. As a result he developed
a very bad chest.
Within several years of the
accident most of Nick’s friends
realised how dangerous motor
cycles can be, so we changed two
wheels for four, but despite the
life-changing
injuries
Nick
sustained, he managed to rebuild
his life despite the limitations his
disability imposed on him. Gone
were the days of rock climbing,
hiking and outdoor life but he
retained his sharp sense of
humour and even managed to
represent the UK in Tokyo at the
Olympic Games within 3 years of
his accident, for he took up
archery from his wheelchair.

The fact that he was taken to
Lodge Moor set the wheels of
Scouting in action, and, as he was
taken to a hospital about 170 miles
from his home in South Wales, a
local scout group from what must
have been Fulwood soon started
visiting him. Not only that but
members of the scout group
concerned made those friends of
his, of which I was one, very
welcome
at
weekends;
for
whereas between us we were able
to visit him at weekends we knew
no one in Sheffield.

He was an apprentice fitter and
turner at the time of the accident
so, being very independent and
realising he would need to earn

We were given use of the scout hut
to bed down in on Friday and
Saturday nights and we were
always given a good cooked
breakfast at someone’s home on
Sunday mornings before making
our journey back to South Wales.
Sadly Nick, the friend I speak of,
died last year (aged 74) for with
being permanently in a wheelchair
he did not get a great deal of
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some sort of living, he went to a
college in Exeter, where he
subsequently set up a successful
business as a watch and clock
repairer.

something despite it being a long
time ago. If so, please get in
touch. All I can remember of the
scout hut where we stayed was
that the GSL had a Land Rover
which he always parked within the
grounds of the hut. Scouting has
achieved some wonderful things
over the years and the warmth of
welcome that was given to us by
Sheffielders over 50 years ago will
not be forgotten by those of us that
are still around.

He married a nurse and they had
two children, but sadly the
marriage did not last, for his
disability imposed extra demands
on life.
He lived alone for a
number of years with a pet dog as
company in a rural village not far
from Hereford, but eventually he
suffered a stroke which left him
with bouts of depression, so much
so that he eventually attempted
suicide.
His suicide attempt failed and after
a period in hospital his daughter
agreed for him to live with her and
her husband. He found he could
no longer drive so he reluctantly
sold all his business equipment
and lived with the couple and their
children for a number of years.
Between them life went on and he
loved seeing two grandchildren
growing up. Even so he did not
find it particularly easy and he was
admitted to hospital on several
occasions with his chest.

Belonging to organisations such
as scouting is useful in such
circumstances, but it could just as
easily apply to being a member of
a church. In the case of Nick it was
the City Commissioner who took
the initiative of contacting his
counterpart in Sheffield; it could
just as easily have been a vicar or
some other such person. See
Claire Brooks’ item on other pages
of this magazine to see how we
can all help people by taking the
initiative. At the end of the day it
comes down to the giving of one’s
time, which can mean such a lot to
others − it is all too easy to become
lonely for one reason or another.

He nevertheless he never forgot
the warm welcome that he was
given by that scout group in
Fulwood.
He kept in touch with a number of
the Rover Scouts and young
leaders for a number of years and
it could be that someone reading
this item might faintly remember

Rob Wilks
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THE RIGHT TO HERESY
We are fortunate at St Mark’s. Our
church has a tolerant ethos. Unworried
by divergences of theological views
amongst members of the congregation,
it encourages open debate. Many
churches are not like this.

The conflict started when Castellio
sought Calvin’s permission for the
publication of his translation of the Bible
into French.
Calvin refused
permission, criticising two of Castellio’s
interpretations. Castellio then made
public criticisms of Calvin’s
intolerance and his belief
in predestination. Calvin
did all he could to damage
Castellio’s
career.
Castellio
led
an
impoverished
life,
eventually
settling
in
Basel.

The Right to Heresy is the
title of an extraordinary
short book published in
1936. The author was
Stefan
Zweig,
a
remarkable
AustrianJewish writer, who was
born in 1881 and died in a
joint suicide with his wife in
Brazil in 1942. In the
In 1553, Calvin persuaded
1930s, Zweig, profoundly
the secular authorities in
disturbed by the rise of
Geneva to burn to death
Nazism, left Austria first for
Miguel Servetus, a brilliant
England and then for the
if erratic Spanish scholar
Sebastian Castellio
United States.
The
who had questioned the
Second
World
War
doctrine of the Trinity.
increased his despair and led to his
Castellio now intensified his challenge
suicide.
to Calvin, writing a remarkable
This book is about the conflict between
manifesto in favour of toleration. He
John Calvin, the Protestant reformer,
argued: ‘To seek truth and to utter what
and
Sebastian
Castellio,
an
one believes to be true can never be a
outstanding scholar who advocated
crime. No one must be forced to
freedom of expression.
accept a conviction. Conviction is free.’
Calvin was a brilliant organiser but had
totalitarian tendencies. Through his
influence in Geneva, citizens were
imprisoned for sleeping during a
sermon or for playing skittles.
Moreover, Calvin was determined to
enforce his interpretation of scripture,
using subterfuge and violence to
enforce his will.

Castellio was centuries ahead of his
time. He was challenging not only
Calvin but also the violent spirit of his
age in which he lived.
Calvin
redoubled his efforts to ruin Castellio,
whose health broke down. He died in
1563.
David Price
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SINGING HYMNS AGAIN FOR THE FIRST TIME
Progressive Christianity Network (PCN), AGM and Workshop:
St Andrew & St George United Reformed Church, Bolton,
Saturday, 3 March 2018
AGM
The day began with Adrian Alker,
PCN’s Chair, presenting his 2017
Annual Report. With membership
now over 700 and its finances
sound PCN is robust and able to
extend its work. The events held
during the year were as follows.
• The Second Borg Lecture and
Day Conference was held at St
Stephen’s, Bristol on Saturday,
13 May 2017. The guest
speaker, Robin Meyers, chose
the intriguing title, How I
became a heretic – with help
from Jesus.

• The
annual
residential
weekend, held in the inspiring
setting
of
the
Chester
Diocesan retreat centre at
Foxhill, proved to be another
highly valued event.

• For a third year the Australian
theologian, Val Webb toured
the UK during April and May.
She spoke at nine regional
events from Glasgow to Truro.
This was organised by CRC
and PCN groups.

PCN’s priorities for 2018-21
include bringing to fruition new
learning resources, and to use
such resources to reach out to
the many folk, young and old,
who are searching for an
organisation which will support
them on their spiritual journey. In
addition, PCN must make itself
attractive to young people.
Consequently, PCN plans to
strengthen its appeal using social
media.

• In the autumn the Canadian
writer and minister, Gretta
Vosper, was welcomed back to
the UK to speak at Leeds and
Birmingham.
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Workshop

It was pointed out that many of
the Victorian hymns we sing
reflected the concepts and needs
of the times: for example, an
anthropomorphic God, dealing
with child deaths, promoting
imperial glory and aggressive
evangelism tinged with racism.

The AGM was followed by a
workshop, Singing hymns again
for the first time, splendidly led by
Andy Thomas, formerly Director
of Music at St Mark’s, and Anne
Padget also from St Mark’s.
The aim of
to make us
words we
meaning
relevance
Christians.

this workshop was
more mindful of the
sing, examine the
and
assess
its
for
progressive

Is there any reason why we
should be singing such hymns
well over a century later?
Similarly, other hymns went
through the mill being lustily sung
before being openly debated.

This was no talk: we were
immediately up on our feet
shuffling into sopranos, altos,
tenors and basses, diving straight
into breathing exercises and
warm ups.
My song is love
unknown was first on the list to be
heartily sung. Then the words
were screened for open debate.
The episodes in Jesus’ life
mentioned in the text and the
concept of a friend were helpful to
foster a spiritual relationship.
Salvation, God in heaven and
may be an anti-Semitic tone in
one verse made some feel
queasy.
On the other hand,
everybody loved John Ireland’s
melody.

Three writers of contemporary
hymns
who
attended
the
workshop presented examples of
their work. All were set to wellknown tunes.
Most were
regarded favourably and an
improvement on what was heard
in most churches. Some of these
hymns can be found on the PCN
website:
http://www.pcnbritain.org.uk/
It was clear that we’ll never get
hymns that please all the people
all the time, but there is certainly
an opportunity for having words
more appropriate for today.
On a lighter note: ‘Progressive
Christians are not so good at
singing. While on one verse they
are scanning the words of the
next to check whether they are
able to sing it or not.’ (Vic Filer)

My song is love unknown;
my Saviour’s love to me;
love to the loveless
that they might lovely be.
O who am I,
that for my sake,
my Lord should take
frail flesh and die?

Robin Story
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MAY HIGHLIGHTS
May
6 Sun

7 Mon
10 Thurs
13 Sun

Easter 6
8.00 am
10.00 am
4.00 pm
6.00 pm
8.00 pm

Holy Communion (BCP)
Parish Eucharist (Faith Story 1)
Interactive Service for All Ages
Night Service bring and share meal
Night Service: Communion

Bank Holiday NO SERVICES (Church closed)
12.00 pm Ascension Day Eucharist (Chapel)
5.00 pm Pilgrim – Group for Christian Explorers
Sunday After Ascension Day
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.00 am Parish Eucharist - Themed
1.00 pm Baptism
3.30 pm Open Sheffield – Open Communion
8.00 pm Night Service Celtic

14 Mon

6.30 pm CRC Council Meeting

16 Weds

2.30 pm Hallamshire Care Home Communion

18 Fri

7.30 pm LOGOS
1.45 pm Broomgrove Care Home Communion

19 Sat
20 Sun

12.00 pm Ben & Becca’s Wedding
Pentecost
8.00 am Holy Communion (BCP)
10.30 am CTBB Pentecost Service at The Beacon Broomhill
followed by Bring and Share lunch
3.00 pm Families Get Together
6.00 pm Taize bring and share meal
8.00 pm Night Service: Taize

21 Mon

7.30 pm PCC Meeting

26 Sat

1.00 pm Ranmoor Wedding

27 Sun

28 Mon
31 Thurs

Trinity
8.00 am
10.00 am
2.00 pm
8.00 pm

Holy Communion (BCP)
Parish Eucharist Faith Story 3
Baptism
Night Service: Themed

Bank Holiday NO SERVICES (Church closed)
11.30 am Abbeyfield Communion

June
2 Sat
3 Sun

1.00 pm Tricia & Sam’s Wedding
Trinity 1
8.00 am
10.00 am
6.00 pm
8.00 pm

Holy Communion (BCP)
Parish Eucharist
Night Service Bring and Share Meal
Night Service: Communion
WEEKDAY WORSHIP

Monday

8.30am Morning Prayer,
9.00am Holy Communion
6.30pm Julian Prayer (silent prayer group)

Wednesday

8.30am Holy Communion

Thursday

8.30am Morning Prayer
12noon Holy Communion

Friday

8.30am Morning Prayer
5.00pm Evening Prayer

FORTHCOMING CONCERTS
11 May 7.30 pm
12 May 7.30 pm
23 May 7 pm

University of Sheffield Gospel Choir Concert
Garth Hewitt Concert
Lydgate Junior School Summer Concert

Please also keep eye on the website, Facebook group and notice boards for more events.

EDITORIAL TEAM
Messenger editorial team: Margot Fox, Frances Gray, Dez Martin, David Price and Rob Wilks.
This issue was edited by Frances Gray.
The Editors welcome comments and suggestions and invite contributions. Items should be
submitted to the editor by 12th day of the month to be considered for the next edition.
The next edition will be edited by David Price. davidprice2@googlemail.com
When sending photographs for the Messenger, please ensure that they are JPEGs, and preferably
of a high resolution. Many thanks.

WHO’S WHO
Vicar

Associate Vicar
Revd Sarah Colver

Revd Sue Hammersley 266 0260/ 07904 284 853
sue@stmarkssheffield.co.uk
Pastoral Care Coordinator
Gill MacGregor

266 1079

07598 156817
shan@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

CTBB Worker with Older
People
Claire Brooks

ctbb546@
btinternet.com

07736 527777

Transport Coordinator
Briony Tayler

235 0174

07975 689403
sarah@stmarksheffield.co.uk

Assistant Priest
Revd Shan Rush

Reader
Anne Padget
Honorary Staff
Revd Dr. Michael Bayley
Revd Peter Fisher
Revd Dr. Mark Newitt
Revd Canon Michael Page

258 5248
327 4718
230 4586
266 3798

Children’s and Young
People’s Groups (CHYPS)
Crèche
Godly Play (up to Y6)
9-13s Group
Lions (Y9 and above)

For details
see website or
contact
Church Office:
266 3613

Director of Music
Mark McCombs

music@stmarkssheffield.co.uk

Lunch Club
Rosalind Rogerson

268 1426

Caretaker
Tim Moore

caretaker@stmarksheffield.co.uk

PCC Secretary
TBC

266 6095

230 2757
258 3678

Churchwardens
Philip Booth
Pat Hunt

255 0634
07513 190739

Library Team
Maureen Bownas
Pauline Miller

Flowers
Mary-Jane Ryder

230 3242

Treasurer
TBC
Gift Aid Secretary
Judith Pitchforth

Safeguarding Team:
Safe Church Officer
TBC
Safeguarding Administrator
Sarah Jenkins
s_blamirebrown@hotmail.com
Domestic Abuse Officer
Jane Padget
07921 863281
Diocesan Safeguarding Officer
Linda Langthorne
07871 796682

230 7685

PCC groups:
Faith & Justice
Fabric & Finance
Communications
Hospitality
Pastoral Care
Study & Learning
Worship & Liturgy

The Vicar and Associate Vicar normally have Tuesday off parish duties.
The Assistant Priest normally has Saturday off parish duties.
THE CHURCH OFFICE IS OPEN
Weekdays from 9.00 AM TO 1.00 PM except Thursday.
Church Administrator: Sarah Rousseau Tel. 0114 266 3613
Email: office@stmarkssheffield.co.uk Visit us on www.stmarkssheffield.co.uk

For details
see website or
contact
Church Office:
266 3613

